Enhance My System!
Mac OS X is definitely the very best
operating system out there!!!!
But there are always a few little tweaks
that can help enhance it, just that little
bit more!
Here is a collection of over 60 utilities
that help you tweak and enhance your
system, as well as monitoring your
actual system performance.
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❖ Application Launchers
❖ Backup Solutions
❖ Clipboard Boosters
❖ Finder Enhancers
❖ Hardware Monitoring
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❖ Keystroke Automators
❖ Password Management
❖ Productivity Tools
❖ Standard Apps Replacers
❖ Screenshot Improvers
❖ System Tweakers
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Application Launchers
Dock Spaces
Up to 10 Different docks;
Spaces integration; Setting Dock
names; Selecting Shortcuts

ExpressLauncher

A file launcher, allowing you to
have your favorite applications
and documents at your
fingertips. Store any kind of
Finder item: applications,
folders, documents, network
shortcuts. Different ways to pop
up the launcher window:
keyboard shortcut,
MightyMouse, icon in menubar
and icon in dock, screen edge.

HyperDock
Adds long awaited features to
your Dock: Select single
application windows just by
moving the mouse on a dock
item, use mouse clicks to
quickly open new windows and
many more. Window Previews –
Ever wondered how to bring a
single window to front instead
of a whole application? The
Window Preview bubble shows
you every single window of an
application just by holding the
mouse on a dock item!

Icon Pallet

The perfect complement to
your OS X Dock, Icon Pallet
keeps your icons in the same
location, and at the same size,
no matter how many you add
(up to 600).

LaunchBar
Provides instant access to
documents, applications,
contacts, bookmarks, music,
and much more — just by
entering short abbreviations of
the searched item’s name. It
automatically learns from your
habits and gets better the more
you use it.

Switché

Used to replace the default
CMD+Tab application switcher.
It doesn’t try to reinvent the
wheel and uses Exposé, with
which Mac users are already
familiar with. You can easily CMD
+Tab between applications, or
individual windows.

Backup Solutions
Carbon Copy Cloner

Clone, synchronize, backup.
Schedule and forget it.

Synchronize! Pro X
Makes bootable back ups of
your Mac OS X system disk and
synchronizes files between any
two folders.

Clipboard Boosters
Clipboard Evolved
Features a clipboard-like
window for managing clips, a
menu bar icon, and a coverflow interface for quickly
pasting clips.

ClipDoubler

Designed as an easy to use
application that gives you
unlimited clipboards. Double
click, and you can have all the
clipboards your heart desires.
Quit and you’re back to one.
Simple as that. Supports text,
pictures, sounds, movies, and
many other resources. Open
and save clipping files, and it
can create internet shortcuts as
well. You can put the contents
of text and graphic files onto a
clipboard with a simple drag
and drop.

Clips

Your Mac OS X clipboard
reinvented: manage snippets,
expand text on-the-fly and
share clippings like never
before!

CopyPastePro
Time Machine for your
Clipboard! Easy to use, multiple
clipboard editing,archive and
display utility. See and edit any
clip in your history of copies or
in the more permanent clip
archives. Use the Clip Browser
(horizontal) or Clip Palette
(vertical) to see all clipboards in
an instant. Save all clipboards
through restarts. Tools to act on
clipboard data. Never lose a
clip again.

CuteClips

Integrates perfect with the look
of Mac OS X and completely
stays out of the user’s way –
sitting in the background and
continuously records changes
to the clipboard in order to
provide access to them when
the user needs it.

myClippings
Store thousands of clippings
and you are free to archive
often needed clippings and also
grouping them is a no-brainer.

PTHPasteBoard

Watches you while you work
and keeps a copy of any items
that you have copied to your
pasteboard.

Quokka
Ten fully functional clipboards
(in addition to the standard
cmd+c clipboard) that you can
access through freely
customizable keyboard
shortcuts. Copy multiple images,
text or other data in parallel
and keep frequently used
expressions ready at hand.
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Savvy Clipboard

Remembers what you copied,
and store those data items for
you. It holds a list of items that
you copied — text fragments,
graphics, URLs, multimedia data,
or links to files — and lets you
access them using this list. You
can label your items with brief
notes, edit clipboard text items,
send emails and store your
passwords in a handy way.

Finder Enhancers
A Better Finder Attributes

Default Folder X

Save your files effortlessly and
open your folders instantly —
makes Mac OS X’s Open and
Save dialogs work as quickly as
you do. Custom keyboard
shortcuts put your favorite and
recent folders at your fingertips.
Pop-up menus let you navigate
your folders and open Finder
windows. Support for
QuickLook previews and
Spotlight tags in your file dialogs
mean that you Open, save, and
get back to work

HyperSpaces

Allows you to change file and
photo dates and times, as well
as other useful file attributes
that the Finder won't let you
touch.

The ultimate way to customize
your spaces. Customize each
and every space the way you
want using colors, desktop
pictures, text labels and even
the name of each space!

A Better Finder Rename

Orbiter

Supports complex renaming
tasks without sacrificing ease
and speed of use. Simply drag
the files you want to rename
straight from the Finder into the
large preview table or the
application icon. Offers a
complete set of renaming
options that are organized into
7 categories covering all the
text, character, position,
conversion and truncation
features that you would expect
from a file renamer, but it does
not stop there. Many more
features.

QuickCopy

After choosing a destination in
the panel, items can be copied
there by selecting items in the
Finder and then clicking a
button. You can also perform
several copies at once.

Powerful utility that enables you
to access frequently used
applications, documents and
folders quickly and effortlessly.
Built around a friendly interface,
which can be fully customized
to fit your individual needs.
Although it aims to provide
seamless system integration and
exemplary ease of use, it does
not take over your system, or
change the way you currently
use your Mac.

PowerRename
Rename any number of files in
one step. Add text to the
beginning, end, or middle of
any filename, search-andreplace text, and change to
upper, lower, or mixed case.
Stamp filenames with EXIF data
from digital photos, add or
change numbering.

Renamerox

The simple way to rename, copy
and move hundreds or
thousands of files or folders
with a single Drag-and-Drop
using presets.

Secret Folder

An easy and fast way to hide
personal documents and avoid
them being seen, modified, or
erased by other users. It allows
users to hide multiple folders
and their contents. Files and
folders can be added by means
of a single click on a choose
dialog box or via drag and drop.

Tidy Up!
Search for duplicate files and
packages; by the owner
application, content, type,
creator, extension, time
modified, time created, name,
label, visibility and date/age.
You can also search by the tag,
duration and bit installments of
MP3 and AAC sound files and
EXIF metadata, search the
contents of the iPhoto,
Aperture, iTunes, iPod
databases and Mail mailboxes,
and synchronize deletions with
iPhoto, Mail and iTunes.

Hardware Monitoring
CheckUp

Designed to monitor the usage
of CPU, Memory, Disk Drives and
Network Adapters. Also able to
detect the most common issues
on a Mac and display details
about how to fix them. Detect
bad memory components or
hard drive failures.

Drive Genius

Maintain, manage and optimize
your hard drive with Directory
Repair, Disk Defrag and
Repartition-on-the-fly.
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Hardware Monitor

An application to read out all
accessible hardware sensors in
Macintosh computers. Currently
more than 100 different
Macintosh hardware sensors
and more than 200 hard drive
temperature sensors are
supported.

MainMenu
A powerful maintenance tool to
keep your Mac running like
new. With MainMenu you can
free up disk space, fix common
problems, including reduced
performance, application
crashes, Finder showing the
wrong file icons, and Spotlight
not showing files you know
exist.

KeyCue

Helps you to use your Mac OS X
applications more effectively.
Just hold down the Command
key for a while and it comes to
help by showing a table of all
currently available keyboard
shortcuts. You no longer need
to memorize key combinations.
Over time, you will automatically
remember frequently used
shortcuts and become a power
user of your favorite
applications, working much
more efficiently.

SMARTReporter

Be warned of some hard disk
drive failures before they
actually happen! It does so by
periodically polling the
S.M.A.R.T. status of your hard
disk drive. Self-Monitoring
Analysis and Reporting
Technology is built into most
modern hard disk drives that
acts as an “early warning
system” for pending hard disk
drive problems. It can notify you
of impending hard disk drive
failures by sending e-mails,
displaying a warning dialog or
executing an application.

Keystroke Automators
Keyboard Maestro

Create macros to launch
documents or applications,
resize windows, type commonly
used text, or control and
enhance just about any
application. Things like typing in
your name or email address,
opening specific documents,
resizing windows to particular
locations, can all be done at
the press of a key.

PopChar X

A utility application that lets you
insert special characters,
accented letters, umlauts, etc.
from all installed fonts into your
documents. You never need to
search for and remember
keystrokes any longer. Just pop
up the window, click the
desired character, and the
character appears in your
current document. If a font
contains Unicode characters,
you can see all of them, neatly
arranged in the standard
Unicode categories.

TextExpander
A utility that helps you type
more efficiently and accurately
by watching what you type and
inserts predefined snippets on
the fly whenever you enter their
corresponding abbreviations.

Typinator

Boosts your productivity and
eliminates errors by automating
the process of inserting
frequently used text and
graphics and auto-correcting
typos and misspelled words.

Password Management
1Password
Password manager and form
filler that keeps track of all your
confidential information in a
highly encrypted format. You
are able to store all your
confidential information like
passwords, credit card numbers
and other sensitive data in one
secure place.

8Passwords

For all those web passwords
that seem to multiply, you can
now easily find the one your are
looking for. All passwords are
always available from the menu
bar. Passwords, login ID’s and
any notes are one click away.
Of course you can store more
than 8 passwords. You can
store as many as you like.

Pastor
A tool to store all your
passwords, website logins,
serial numbers, etc. encrypted
and password-protected. With
built-in password generator.

Productivity Tools
AlienConverter
Makes file format conversions
easy and simple. You can
convert single or multiple files at
once into the following formats:
Microsoft Word (.doc), Rich Text
Format (RTF/RTFD), Simple Text
(.TXT), HTML Documents, (HTML
Web Archives), and (XML)
Documents. XHTML is supported
through convenient conversions
from HTML and to HTML. You
can also instantly convert
multiple formats into single file
format.
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DropBox

Allows you to sync your files
online and across your
computers automatically.

iMedia Browser
Built to resemble the media
browser found in several Apple
applications, but is a standalone utility that can be used to
quickly access a user’s library of
photos, sounds, movies, or
bookmarks.

MacKeeper

All-in-one solution for your Mac
that combines a set of drive
clean-up utilities, standalone
tools, and online services.
Simple and powerful, this app
will make work easier for
beginners and give more
flexibility to experts.

Standard App Replacers
atMonitor
Better alternative to Apple’s
own “Activity Monitor” that
displays system activity in realtime.

Burn

Keep your files save and share
them. Burn your files to a disc
so you can access them later
on. Choose different filesystems
so you can share your files with
people with different operating
systems. Change advanced
settings like, file permissions,
the disc icon, file dates and
more on the fly in Burns
inspector. Let the music be with
you. Create standard Audio-CD
discs with ease.

Fontcase

NTFS-3G
Provides safe and fast handling
of the Windows XP, Windows
Server 2003, Windows 2000,
Windows Vista, Windows Server
2008 and Windows 7 file
systems.

NuKit
Productivity and timesaving
toolkit: launcher, shortcuts,
advanced calculator, tweaker,
window mover, real zoom and
real close.

OptimUSB
Run before ejecting your USB
drive. Mac OS X and Windows
temporary files get deleted
(.DS_Store, .Trashes, .SpotlightV100, Thumbs.db,. OptimUSB
eject automatically your drive.
Now, your USB is clean,
optimized and ready to be
removed safely.

A font management application
that provides an elegant and
powerful workflow to help you
organise the fonts you have
installed on your system.
Designed to be an iPhoto for
your fonts, it has a powerful
tagging system, which is
designed to let you control
your fonts like you control your
music.

SimplyBurns

Comes with audio and data
project, duplication mode, burn
image mode, and disc ripping
mode.

The Unarchiver
A much more capable
replacement for
“BOMArchiveHelper.app”, the
built-in archive unpacker
program in Mac OS X. The
Unarchiver is designed to
handle many more formats than
BOMArchiveHelper, and to
better fit in with the design of
the Finder. It can also handle
filenames in foreign character

sets, created with non-English
versions of other operating
systems. Supported file formats
include Zip, Tar-GZip, Tar-BZip2,
Rar, 7-zip, LhA, StuffIt and many
other more or less obscure
formats. Support for so many
formats is achieved by using the
libxad unarchiving library.

Screenshot Improvers
ScreenRecord Studio
All-in-one screen capture
production suite. Easily capture
on-screen action to a movie
from start to finish. It’s the best
of both worlds: the power of
MediaEdit and ScreenRecord. It
includes everything you need to
create your presentation.
Import video clips, images &
audio to create clear and
powerful presentations. Engage
viewers with text & video
transitions, and easily add
voiceovers to personalize your
results as you maintain total
control over all audio mixing
and editing steps. Picture-inpicture narration is a breeze! It
integrates seamlessly with
QuickTime and iMovie.

ScreenSteps

Helps you answer questions by
automatically creating imagebased documents as you
capture screenshots. Using the
integrated authoring tools you
can quickly annotate images
and add text. When you are
finished you can export to
HTML, PDF, Word (DOCX),
WordPress, TypePad, Bloger,
Movable Type, MindTouch,
Confluence, Googles Sites,
Joomla or ScreenSteps Live.
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Sequence

Capture the content of your
screen. It can handle capturing
DVD, audio, or any other
multimedia application and is
powerful enough to
simultaneously record from your
webcam and your screen. With
the voice recording function,
you can easily describe what
you are doing on your screen.
Simply use your Mac’s built-in
microphone. It’s easy to make
training videos, product demos,
create tutorials, or archive
streaming video.

Snapz Pro X
A quantum leap in video
capture technology, adroitly
capturing full motion video of
anything on your screen at a
blistering pace, complete with
digital audio, and an optional
microphone voiceover.

System Tweakers
Arrange
Control position and size of
applications’ windows. With
two mouse click or one
keyboard shortcut, selected
window can be repositioned
and resized.

CleanMyMac

Sophisticated all-in-one-suite
utility that helps keep your Mac
clean and healthy, enjoying
smooth system performance
combining such vital features as
Slim Universal Binaries, Clean
Unneeded Languages, Logs
Rotation, Clean Caches, Quick
and Secure Erase, Application
Uninstallation, and Killing Trash
Left From Buried Applications.

Cocktail
Serves up a scrumptious mix of
maintenance tools and interface
tweaks, all accessible via a
comprehensive graphical

interface. Most of Cocktail’s
major features are arranged in
five basic categories. In
addition, a Pilot lets you clean,
repair and optimize your system
with one click of the button.

Cronette

Specify tasks to be launched
automatically.

Deeper
A personalization utility for Mac
OS X which allows you to
enable and disable the hidden
functions of Finder, Dock,
QuickTime, Safari, iTunes, Login
window, Spotlight and many
Apple’s applications.

Display Maestro

Gives you full control over
attached displays, allowing the
usage of all available resolutions
and bit depths. Ideal for
running legacy games which
require 256-color mode and do
not automatically switch the
screen depth for you. Mac OS X
10.5 Leopard removed the
ability to set 256 color mode
manually using the built-in
preferences pane, but the
feature is now available again.

MacPilot
Scared of the terminal or can’t
be bothered to remember
those commands to customize
your system the way you want?
Easily enable and disable
hidden features in Mac OS X,
optimize and repair your
system, and perform numerous
routine maintenance operations
with the click of a button!

Mouseposé

Helps you quickly locate the
mouse pointer when you return
to your work after an
interruption. Visually impaired
people say that it helps them as
well.

OnyX

A multifunction utility that
allows you to verify the Startup
Disk and the structure of its
System files, to run misc tasks of
system maintenance, to
configure some hidden
parameters of the Finder, Dock,
QuickTime, Safari, iTunes, Login
window, Spotlight and many
Apple’s applications, to delete
caches, to remove a certain
number of files and folders that
may become cumbersome and
more.

SysSounds Xtra
Provides dozens of system
sound files to expand on the 14
files available in the OS X
System. The sounds, alongside
Apple system sounds, will be
available in the menus of all the
applications on your computer
which can use system sounds,
including System Preferences.

TinkerToolSystem

Collection of system utility
features assisting you in
performing advanced
administration tasks. Uses a selfadapting user interface which
automatically adjusts to the
computer model and to the
version of Mac OS X you are
running. All options available in
the current situation are
accessible via “panes”, very
similar to the techniques you
already know from the System
Preferences application.

Xupport
Provides many features to
configure hidden Mac OS X and
Unix options, to increase system
security and performance, to
maintain and backup Mac OS X,
and to dig deeper into the
world of Unix.

